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7:30pm California's Gold - Water Car
Imagine sitting by the lake on a hot day and watching as a car drives into the water and motors away.
Well that's just what piqued Huell's interest. Terry Tates parents bought their Amphibious Car in the
early '60s and have passed it on to Terry. Huell goes to lake Castaic and gets the ride of his life.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Corpus Christi, Hour One
In Corpus Christi, Texas, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW discovers a million- dollar item when a guest
brings in a Diego Rivera oil painting created in 1904 when the artist was just 18 years old! Other
highlights include a 1967 painting by Alexander Calder; a Japanese bronze depicting a mythical figure;
and a giant Fisk "Tire Boy" sign valued at $8,000 to $12,000.
9:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Corpus Christi, Hour Two
In Corpus Christi, Texas, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW investigates vintage flash art at a local tattoo parlor.
Notable stories include a guest who met the Beatles and walked away with John Lennon's signature and
another who encountered Salvador Dali on one of his frequent visits to Manhattan and left with a book
inscribed by the artist, valued at $10,0 00 to $15,000
10:00pm Pov - After Tiller
This film is a probing portrait of the four doctors in the United States still openly performing thirdtrimester abortions in the wake of the 2009 assassination of Dr. George Tiller in Wichita, Kansas -- and
in the face of intense protest from abortion opponents. It is also an examination of the desperate reasons
women seek late abortions. Rather than offering solutions, "After Tiller" presents the complexities of
these women's difficult decisions, and the compassion and ethical dilemmas of the doctors and staff who
fear for their own lives as they treat their patients. (Next Air 09/03/14 04:00am)
11:30pm PBS Previews: The Roosevelts
Repeat of 08/27/14 05:30am
Sample the upcoming Ken Burns documentary THE ROOSEVELTS: AN INTIMATE HISTORY in this
exclusive PBS Preview. Patricia Clarkson hosts this behind-the-scenes look at the seven-part series, as
filmmaker Burns describes how he brings the story of Theodore, Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt to life.
Follow the camera crews into the grand estates and intimate cottages of the Roosevelts. Visit the studio
as Burns records the voices of the stars who read the diaries, letters and contemporary accounts of this
noteworthy family. And see clips from the monumental series that traces more than a century of life with,
as Burns calls them, "the most influential family in American history. (Next Air 09/03/14 05:30am)
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7:30pm California's Gold - Sea Urchins
Huell goes to sea on an urchin diving adventure off the Channel Islands. Huell joins the crew of the
fishing boat "Janice Anne" as they travel to the waters off the Channel Islands to go Urchin diving.
Urchins are big business in California and some call them "Blue Water Gold". We finish the show at
Piranha, a popular sushi restaurant in Santa Barbara for an urchin feast.
8:00pm Cuban Missile Crisis: Three Men Go to War
This film tells the inside story of the Cuban Missile Crisis, exploring how in October 1962 the earth
teetered on the very brink of nuclear holocaust. The documentary brings to life the three central
characters John F. Kennedy, Fidel Castro and Nikita Khrushchev, and explores how the world's most
powerful men fell into an abyss of their own making and what courage and luck it took to climb out
again. (Next Air 09/03/14 01:00am)
9:00pm Fidel Castro Tapes
The Fidel Castro Tapes is a film that takes viewers on a journey like none other. This program uses only
news and documentary footage -- past and present -- to detail the life and times of one of the most
controversial political figures of the 20th Century. There is no narration in this film and no interviews.
Instead, The Fidel Castro Tapes relies solely on the words of journalists who covered the major events in
Castro's life to tell the story. It is a unique approach, one that gives the viewer a chance to experience the
life and times of Cuba's leader as if they were actually living through them.
10:00pm Frontline - Secret State of North Korea
Just two years in the job and armed with nuclear weapons, North Korea's Kim Jong-Un is the world's
youngest dictator, ruling one of the world's most isolated countries. Like his father and grandfather, he
wants to maintain tight control over what North Koreans see of the world -- and what the world sees of
North Korea. But with unique access, FRONTLINE goes inside the secret state to explore life under its
new ruler, and investigate the enigmatic "Morning Star King" as he tries to hold onto power. Using new
footage smuggled from inside and never-before-told stories from recent defectors living in South Korea,
the film offers a rare glimpse of how some North Koreans are defying authority in a country where just
being caught with illegal DVDs could mean immediate imprisonment. (Next Air 09/03/14 03:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Zzyzx
Huell takes the Zzyzx off-ramp from the Interstate 15 freeway and sees what this iconic exit is all about:
from its early history as a Mineral Springs & Health Spa to its current incarnation as the Desert Studies
Center.
8:00pm Earthflight, A Nature Special Presentation - Africa
Fly and arrow-dive with cape gannets among sharks, dolphins, whales and the great sardine run. Soar
with fish eagles, flamingoes, kelp gulls and vultures to see the most animal-packed continent with fresh
eyes.
9:00pm Nova - Ghosts of Machu Picchu
Perched atop a mountain crest, mysteriously abandoned more than four centuries ago, Machu Picchu is
the most famous archeological ruin in the Western hemisphere and an iconic symbol of the power and
engineering prowess of the Inca. In the years since Machu Picchu was discovered by Hiram Bingham in
1911, there have been countless theories about this "Lost City of the Incas," yet it remains an enigma.
Why did the Incas build it on such an inaccessible site, clinging to the steep face of a mountain? Who
lived among its stone buildings, farmed its emerald green terraces, and drank from its sophisticated
aqueduct system? NOVA joins a new generation of archeologists as they probe areas of Machu Picchu
that haven't been touched since the time of the Incas and unearth burials of the people who built the
sacred site. This program explores the extraordinary trail of clues that began on that fateful day in 1911
and continues to the present.
10:00pm Operation Maneater - Polar Bear
Mark Evans travels to the shores of Canada's Hudson Bay where polar bears are causing havoc in
isolated communities. He arrives in the town of Churchill hours after an attack has left two people with
serious injuries and a bear dead. Mark joins the Polar Bear Alert team as they transport a captured bear
by helicopter to a release site outside town. And in the Inuit town of Arviat, Mark works with wildlife
officers to test an aerial drone early warning system, a military grade ultra-loud speaker to deter bears
and a controversial experiment to place meat out on the tundra to divert bears away from town.
11:00pm Charlie Rose

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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7:30pm California's Gold - Spam
The canned block of pork and ham you thought you had left behind in your childhood is as popular as
ever. Join Huell as he attends the Los Angeles County Fair's "Best Spam Recipe" contest where judging
is based on taste appeal, appearance and originality. With recipes like Spam Taquitos, Spam Pate and a
Pumpkin-Spam Casserole this show is definitely a feast for the eyes.
8:00pm This Old House Hour
Fence contractor Mark Bushway installs a custom PVC fence and arbor. Tile contractor Eric Ferrante
creates a marble herringbone pattern in the powder room, while his brother Mark presents the grout color
options for the faux slate floor in the mudroom. Tom builds a sliding barn door using salvaged antique
wood from the attic. Horticulturist Laurie Sullivan presents alternatives to the usual, run-of-the-mill
shade plants. In the second half of the hour, on ASK THIS OLD HOUSE, Tom and Kevin build a simple
table from solid fir, and Kevin works with a wood-finishing expert to stain and finish it. Roger shows a
homeowner how to get rid of tree stumps. And Richard discusses the state of solar energy. (Next Air
09/05/14 01:00am)
9:00pm Secrets of Her Majesty's Secret Service
Repeat of 09/02/14 02:00am
Ian Fleming's James Bond and the BBC drama "Spooks" take us into a world of espionage, codebreaking, weapons and gadgets -- top secret maneuvers to protect Queen and country. But what is the real
British Secret Service like? (Next Air 09/06/14 04:00am)
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow
Repeat of 09/02/14 05:00am
Corpus Christi, Hour One
In Corpus Christi, Texas, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW discovers a million- dollar item when a guest
brings in a Diego Rivera oil painting created in 1904 when the artist was just 18 years old! Other
highlights include a 1967 painting by Alexander Calder; a Japanese bronze depicting a mythical figure;
and a giant Fisk "Tire Boy" sign valued at $8,000 to $12,000.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Watts Towers
Huell visits the Watts Towers Arts Center to explore the history of this iconic work by artist Simon
Rodia.
8:00pm Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You
Repeat of 08/31/14 01:00pm
We all have financial issues and problems. Suze Orman's latest special sharply focuses on her helping
individual viewers "find financial solutions for you." As always, Suze's advice is based not just on
numbers, but on a critical understanding of ourselves and our emotional needs. The special's central
theme is that our financial decision-making should be guided by an understanding of "the goal of
money." As Suze perceptively defines it: "The goal of money is to make you feel secure." Our financial
solutions should work to fulfill that goal. In addition, Suze stresses the importance of making financial
decisions that you feel comfortable with. Financial problems are caused when you do things with money
that do not seem "right" to you, despite pressures and advice from others. (Next Air 09/07/14
01:30am)
10:00pm Easy Yoga: The Secret to Strength and Balance With
Repeat of 08/06/14 10:00pm
Muscle loss actually begins in your thirties (earlier than most of us might have guessed) and it continues
at a rate of about three percent per decade without intervention. The good news is according to Peggy
Cappy, yoga can come to the rescue. In Cappy's latest program, Peggy will show us how yoga can come
to the aid to people who want to increase strength and mobility at any age. (Next Air 09/07/14
03:30am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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6:00am

Barney & Friends

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/04/14 03:00pm

7:30am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/04/14 03:30pm

8:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

Repeat of 09/02/14 09:00am

8:30am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

Repeat of 09/03/14 09:00am

9:00am

In Julia's Kitchen with Master Chefs

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 08/30/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden to Table
1:00pm

Expeditions with Patrick McMillan

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Happy

Repeat of 08/09/14 01:00pm

Repeat of 08/16/14 04:00pm

Repeat of 08/28/14 07:30pm

7:30pm Jimmy Van Heusen: Swingin' with Frank & Bing
JIMMY VAN HEUSEN: SWINGIN' WITH FRANK & BING is a celebration of the musical genius that
composed songs for many of Hollywood's classic films, particularly for Frank Sinatra and Bing Crosby.
He was a romantic in the classic sense, a fun-loving bachelor popular with the starlets in New York City
and Hollywood. He was also a fearless adventurer, a test pilot for Lockheed during the World War II,
flying his own plane and helicopter most of his life. The program is filled with his music and includes
excerpts from many film and television programs. (Next Air 09/07/14 12:00am)
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9:00pm Doc Martin - Blood Is Thicker
Bert Large has been hiding a heartbreaking secret from his son Al, which threatens to jeopardize their
close relationship. His reluctance to produce his son's birth certificate arouses Al's suspicions. Could it be
that Bert is not his dad? Martin visits the Flint brothers at the remote country home they share with their
father Victor and mother Doreen. Wallace and Paddy Flint have been suffering chronic stomach
disorders, and a blood test confirms they have salmonella poisoning. But there's something else odd
about this family. Meanwhile, PC Mark Mylow has had to deal with his domineering sister's arrival in
Portwenn. She has decided to set up in business in Mark's flat above the police station as a herbalist
offering alternative remedies.
10:00pm Grateful Dead - Dead Ahead
The luminous performances on Dead Ahead, filmed on October 30th and 31 st of 1980, captured the
Dead at a moment of transformation, when the band took a reckoning of their history through the lens of
a marathon run of shows. Recorded in one of the wonders of the modern world - Radio City Music Hall the performances on Dead Ahead marked the culmination of a month long musical odyssey in San
Francisco and New York City during which the band stretched the boundaries of over 100 songs, from
the newly written "Lost Sailor" to jug-band tunes they played in coffeehouses like "Monkey and the
Engineer. (Next Air 09/07/14 06:00am)

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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6:00am

Grateful Dead - Dead Ahead

Repeat of 09/06/14 10:00pm

8:00am

Jimmy Van Heusen: Swingin' with Frank & Bing

Repeat of 09/07/14 12:00am

9:30am

Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You

Repeat of 09/07/14 01:30am

11:30am Easy Yoga: The Secret to Strength and Balance With

Repeat of 09/07/14 03:30am

12:30pm Happy

Repeat of 09/07/14 04:30am

2:00pm

Chicken Soup for the Soul: Food & Family

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Start Up

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Taste of History

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Chicken Soup for the Soul: Food & Family

Repeat of 09/06/14 01:00am

Repeat of 09/07/14 02:00pm

7:30pm Return to Downton Abbey
Savor a mix of fond memories from the past four seasons of "Downton Abbey" and get a taste of the
upcoming fifth season. Academy Award- winning actress Susan Sarandon hosts the program, which
includes behind-the-scenes footage, fondly remembered moments from the first four seasons, and
interviews with Julian Fellowes and Gareth Neame, providing an overview and context for the series and
what to expect next. Recall the high points of the "Downton Abbey" storyline, its memorable cast of
characters, and both the great joy and wrenching sadness taking place at the abbey.
9:00pm Masterpiece Mystery! - Breathless, Part 3
Jack Davenport (Pirates of the Caribbean, "Smash") stars as a brilliant London surgeon in 1961, when
doctors were treated like gods and acted the part. Also starring in this stylish story of a dark secret amid
the complexities of the sexual revolution are Zoe Boyle ("Downton Abbey"), Catherine Steadman
("Mansfield Park"), Iain Glen ("Downton Abbey"), Natasha Little ("Case Histories"), Oliver Chris
("Sharpe's Challenge"), Joanna Page (Love Actually) and Shaun Dingwall ("Touching Evil").
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11:00pm
Woodsongs - Tim O'brien & Darrell Scott and Ron Block with Sie
Tim O'brien & Darrell Scott are roots-music titans. The highly regarded writer/singer/multiinstrumentalists have conducted their parallel careers as solo artists and sidemen, cutting similarly wide
swaths across the roots-music landscape. They've continued to release solo albums while leading their
own bands and lending their talents to world-class musical aggregations - notably including O'Brien's
stint in Mark Knopfler's touring unit and Scott's foray with Robert Plant's Band of Joy - as well as having
their songs covered by the likes of the Dixie Chicks, Dierks Bentley, Nickel Creek, Kathy Mattea, Faith
Hill, Guy Clark, Sam Bush, Brad Paisley, Sara Evans, Garth Brooks, Patty Loveless, Trace Adkins and
Tim McGraw. The two have just released 'Memories and Moments'. It's their long awaited studio followup to the 2000 release 'Real Time'. Ron Block has long since secured his reputation as a deeply
thoughtful and accomplished musician. After two-decades as part of Alison Krauss' band, Union Station,
with whom he's earned a collection of Grammy®, IBMA, and Dove awards, as well as many years as a
songwriter and sideman for the likes of Rhonda Vincent, Randy Travis, The Boxcars, The Cox Family,
Dailey & Vincent, Dolly Parton, and Vince Gill. Block now presents his third solo album, 'Walking
Song'. This collection of songs contains the richest range of sentiments that Block has ever taken up,
from the ultimate longings of the soul to the joy and wonder of being alive. Ron will be be performing on
WoodSongs with bluegrass phenom Sierra Hull.

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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7:30pm California's Gold - Hot Dog on a Stick Update
It's off to Santa Monica Beach to the site of the very first Hot Dog on a Stick stand. It all started in 1946
when Dave Barham opened his first stand by Muscle Beach. The company has become a California
tradition with Dave's daughter at the helm. We get a behind the scenes look at Hot Dog on a Stick.
8:00pm Dr. Fuhrman's End Dieting Forever!
Dr. Fuhrman is back on PBS with a lecture about a lifestyle where you seek foods, recipes and menus
that are nutrient rich, so that your body is supplied with its nutritional needs for optimum health, disease
prevention, and maximum lifespan. (Next Air 09/12/14 09:30pm)
9:30pm Chicken Soup for the Soul: Food & Family
Repeat of 09/07/14 06:30pm
In today's crazy, busy world, gathering together for dinner with family or friends can seem like a luxury.
But sharing food with people you care about is not only fun - it's important for health and well- being,
and has the power to create lasting bonds between the generations. Three extraordinary hosts from the
food world - Amy Newmark, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series,
Catherine Cassidy, Editor-in-Chief of Taste of Home Magazine, and John Doherty, former Executive
Chef of the Waldorf- Astoria Hotel in New York - are joined with commentary from internist Suzanne
Koven, MD, to explore the relationship between food, family and love. Combining current research on
the medical and health benefits of shared meals with personal insights on how the legacy of caring and
love can be gifted to others, CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE SOUL: FOOD & FAMILY offers
demonstrations of terrific, easy-to-make recipes that will inspire viewers to try them out at home. The
hosts will dispel the belief that it's too much work and not enough fun to create family dinners, special
occasion meals, or invite friends to drop by for a bite to eat. And for anyone who thinks that preparing
food for more than one person is complicated, expensive or just plain hard - there's good news in store!
(Next Air 09/14/14 01:30am)
10:30pm Classical Rewind (My Music)
From the romantic mood of Beethoven's 'Moonlight Sonata' to the dramatic emotions of Orff's 'O
Fortuna', Classical Rewind visits the greatest compositions and composers of all time. The program
weaves the stories of their works with visual interpretations of the music set to iconic images of nature,
fantasy, historical locations, architecture and art. Interviews with contemporary performers in both the
classical and popular arenas offer shared musical memories and personal favorites. The program is
designed to reach both long-time music lovers as well as those beginning the journey of exploring the
masterworks. For many, this is the music they grew up enjoying and appreciating. For others, the
melodies are recognizable from movies, television, commercials and even Fourth of July celebrations.
Classical Rewind explores the origins of the music, stories and anecdotes about the composers and their
works, and how so many of the classics have become part of our common culture.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Cabrillo's Ship
Huell travels to Point Loma to learn about the history of Juan Cabrillo's ship, the San Salvador, which
arrived at San Diego Bay on September 28, 1542. We then meet the builders and see the progress of a
full-scale replica of the ship at the San Diego Maritime Museum.
8:00pm 50s & 60s Party Songs (My Music)
As the Master of the "The Twist", along with his other dance hits including "Let's Twist Again", "Pony
Time" and "Limbo Rock", Chubby Checker comes to the MY MUSIC stage for the first time ever to
present the #1 dance of all time (1960 & 1962's "The Twist"). The show and pledge event present
original archival performances from the 1950s and 1960s that had American teens dancing in the 1950s
and 1960s. Featuring dance and party tunes from rock pioneers including Bill Haley and Little Richard to
frat rock bands The Kingsmen and Tommy James and The Shondells, with Motown masters and more.
(Next Air 09/13/14 10:00pm)
10:00pm Gathering of Friends
Host Michelle Huxtable, interior designer, and author of the best- selling cookbook series The Gathering
of Friends, combines her one-of- a-kind atmospheric and culinary talents to show how to create and host
an unforgettable gathering. (Next Air 09/14/14 05:30am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Mining Museum
Huell drops by the California State Mining and Mineral Museum in Mariposa to see our state's official
collection of more than 13,000 minerals, rocks, gems, historic artifacts and fossils.
8:00pm Earthflight, A Nature Special Presentation - Europe
Cranes and geese rise over Venice, Dover, Edinburgh and the monkey- guarded Rock of Gibraltar. In
Rome, the Loire Valley, Holland and Hungary, birds gather by the millions to breed and two by two to
raise their families.
9:00pm Nova - Vaccines - Calling The Shots
Diseases that were largely eradicated 40 years ago are returning. Across the world, children are getting
sick and dying from preventable conditions because nervous parents are skipping their children's shots.
How do parents decide whether to vaccinate or not, and what are the risks to the child and to society?
Featuring research scientists, pediatricians, psychologists, anthropologists, and parents, this program
travels the globe to look at the science behind vaccinations, track epidemics, and investigate the serious
human costs of opting out.
10:00pm Operation Maneater - Crocodile
Mark Evans travels to Namibia's Chobe River, a place that's known as the croc attack capital of the
world. Crocodiles here are growing in size and number, and so is the frequency of attacks. Each time it
happens, the locals kill crocs in retaliation. To find a way to keep both people and crocodiles safe, Mark
joins leading croc experts Rom Whitaker and Dr Patrick Aust to carry out a radical new experiment. The
idea is to train crocs to associate the sound of a bell with an electric shock. Mark meets attack victims,
puts the croc training experiment to the test and is himself injured when a croc turns on him.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Jacaranda
Huell learns about the history of jacaranda trees in California, which dates back to the 1890s when
horticulturalist Kate Sessions first planted the seeds in Balboa Park. The blooming purple trees can now
be seen all across the state, and we will find that some people call the jacarandas a "mess" while others
call them a "miracle".
8:00pm Big Band Years
My Music presents its first "Big Band" music retrospective featuring the biggest songs that got us
through World War II and kick-started the baby boom with brassy legends that will take your members
on a "Sentimental Journey". This is a very warm and nostalgic program that compiles the original hit
makers and legends that define the GI and generations' memories. Peter Marshall (of the legendary
Hollywood Squares) hosts this event, which for the first time mixes vintage live, rare, and unreleased
footage from the Big Band days. (Next Air 09/14/14 03:30am)
10:00pm Red Rock Serenade
A symphony of world class images from the West's red rock country, combined with music from some of
the world's best loved classical composers. (Next Air 09/13/14 08:00pm)
11:00pm Charlie Rose

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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Friday, September 12, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

Tavis Tavis This Old House
Smiley Smiley
Hour

2:00

2:30

Enemy of the
Reich: The
Noor Inayat
Khan Story

3:00

3:30

Big Burn:
American
Experience

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Earthflight, A
Nova: Vaccines
Nature Special
- Calling The
Presentation:
Shots
Europe

7:30pm California's Gold - Classic Arts Showcase
Huell tours the Glendale office of Classic Arts Showcase, a free cable TV program comprised of video
samples from the worlds of ballet, opera, and theater. The program is the vision of philanthropist Lloyd
Rigler, who practiced the cost-effective use of resources in order to achieve the greatest good.
8:00pm Jimmy Van Heusen: Swingin' with Frank & Bing
Repeat of 09/07/14 08:00am
JIMMY VAN HEUSEN: SWINGIN' WITH FRANK & BING is a celebration of the musical genius that
composed songs for many of Hollywood's classic films, particularly for Frank Sinatra and Bing Crosby.
He was a romantic in the classic sense, a fun-loving bachelor popular with the starlets in New York City
and Hollywood. He was also a fearless adventurer, a test pilot for Lockheed during the World War II,
flying his own plane and helicopter most of his life. The program is filled with his music and includes
excerpts from many film and television programs.
9:30pm Dr. Fuhrman's End Dieting Forever!
Repeat of 09/08/14 08:00pm
Dr. Fuhrman is back on PBS with a lecture about a lifestyle where you seek foods, recipes and menus
that are nutrient rich, so that your body is supplied with its nutritional needs for optimum health, disease
prevention, and maximum lifespan. (Next Air 09/14/14 12:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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Saturday, September 13, 2014

Saturday, September 13, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

Charlie
Washington
James McNeill
Tavis Tavis
Rose Week with
Whistler and the Royal Paintbox
Smiley Smiley
The
Gwen Ifill
Case for Beauty
Week

4:00

4:30

Secrets of
Westminster

5:00

5:30

This Old House
Hour

6:00am

Barney & Friends

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/11/14 03:00pm

7:30am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/10/14 03:30pm

8:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

Repeat of 09/09/14 09:00am

8:30am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

Repeat of 09/10/14 09:00am

9:00am

In Julia's Kitchen with Master Chefs

9:30am

Victory Garden's Ediblefeast

10:00am This Old House

Repeat of 09/06/14 10:30am

10:30am This Old House
11:00am Ask This Old House
11:30am Hometime
12:00pm Woodwright's Shop
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden to Table
1:00pm

Expeditions with Patrick McMillan

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Gospel's Jubilee Showcase

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - Henry Mancini & Johnny Mercer
Henry Mancini plays "The Days of Wine and Roses" on this very special salute. Jim Roberts delight with
"Dear Heart", the band plays the haunting "Laura", & Tanya & Anacani invite us to "Accentuate the
Positive".
8:00pm Red Rock Serenade
Repeat of 09/11/14 10:00pm
A symphony of world class images from the West's red rock country, combined with music from some of
the world's best loved classical composers. (Next Air 09/14/14 02:30am)

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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9:00pm Doc Martin - Aromatherapy
There's concern in Portwenn that local radio presenter Caroline Bosman has a drink problem. She's been
heard slurring her words during her broadcasts, and she's been seen driving erratically. Her marriage is on
the rocks because of her strange behavior. PC Mylow has romance on his mind. He's been bowled over
by the pretty, blonde newcomer to Portwenn, Julie. He offers to give her driving lessons, and is over the
moon when she accepts. But his little bubble of happiness bursts when she decides to enroll at a proper
driving school. Meanwhile, Martin has an odorous problem with one of his patients. Vernon Cooke stinks
so much nobody can bear to be in the same room. Martin has the unpleasant task of trying to discover the
cause.
10:00pm 50s & 60s Party Songs (My Music)
Repeat of 09/09/14 08:00pm
As the Master of the "The Twist", along with his other dance hits including "Let's Twist Again", "Pony
Time" and "Limbo Rock", Chubby Checker comes to the MY MUSIC stage for the first time ever to
present the #1 dance of all time (1960 & 1962's "The Twist"). The show and pledge event present
original archival performances from the 1950s and 1960s that had American teens dancing in the 1950s
and 1960s. Featuring dance and party tunes from rock pioneers including Bill Haley and Little Richard to
frat rock bands The Kingsmen and Tommy James and The Shondells, with Motown masters and more.
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Sunday, September 14, 2014

Sunday, September 14, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

Dr. Fuhrman's End
Dieting Forever!

1:30

2:00

Chicken Soup
for the Soul:
Food & Family

2:30

3:00

Red Rock
Serenade

3:30

4:00

4:30

Big Band Years

5:00

5:30

Gathering
of
Friends

6:30am

Happy

Repeat of 09/07/14 12:30pm

8:00am

Dr. Fuhrman's End Dieting Forever!

Repeat of 09/14/14 12:00am

9:30am

Add and Loving It?!

Repeat of 08/31/14 08:00am

11:00am Red Rock Serenade

Repeat of 09/14/14 02:30am

12:00pm Big Band Years

Repeat of 09/14/14 03:30am

2:00pm

Gathering of Friends

Repeat of 09/14/14 05:30am

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Start Up

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Taste of History

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

Repeat of 09/13/14 01:00am

7:00pm Woody's Children 45th Anniversary Concert
A concert celebrating the 45th anniversary of the radio show, Woody's Children, with host Bob Sherman.
The concert features musicians such as Noel Paul Stookey, Tom Paxton, Tom Chapin and many more.
8:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History - Get Action (1858-1901)
A frail, asthmatic young Theodore Roosevelt transforms himself into a vigorous champion of the
strenuous life, loses one great love and finds another, leads men into battle and then rises like a rocket to
become the youngest president in American history at 42. Meanwhile, Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
brought up as the pampered only child of adoring parents, follows his older cousin's career with
worshipful fascination and begins to think he might one day follow in his footsteps. (Next Air
09/14/14 10:00pm)
10:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History
Repeat of 09/14/14 08:00pm
Get Action (1858-1901)
A frail, asthmatic young Theodore Roosevelt transforms himself into a vigorous champion of the
strenuous life, loses one great love and finds another, leads men into battle and then rises like a rocket to
become the youngest president in American history at 42. Meanwhile, Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
brought up as the pampered only child of adoring parents, follows his older cousin's career with
worshipful fascination and begins to think he might one day follow in his footsteps.

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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Monday, September 15, 2014
12AM

12:30

Austin City
Limits: The
Head and the
Heart/Gomez

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

Roosevelts: An Intimate History: Roosevelts: An Intimate History:
Get Action (1858-1901)
Get Action (1858-1901)

5:00

5:30

Antiques
Roadshow:
Boston, Hour
One

7:30pm
California's Gold - Yosemite Buildings
When most people think of Yosemite, they imagine towering peaks and cascading waterfalls, but there is
an amazing human history that is told through some of the many buildings that dot the valley floor. In
this adventure, Huell discover two small buildings that are very historic and very beautiful. He visits the
Yosemite Valley Chapel, which was built in 1879 and is the oldest structure in park. The little chapel
continues to serve as a place of worship for residents and visitors alike, as it has done for over 125 years
Next it's off to the LeConte Memorial Lodge, a [ http://www.cr.nps.gov/nhl/ ] National Historic
Landmark, which was built by the Sierra Club in 1903-04. The unique structure honors eminent
University of California geologist [ http://www.sierraclub.org/history/key_figures/leconte/ ] Joseph
LeConte, an early Director of the Sierra Club who died in the Valley in 1901. This beautiful stone
structure is a real gem.
8:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History - In The Arena (1901-1910)
Murder brings Theodore Roosevelt to the presidency, but in the seven years that follow, he transforms
the office and makes himself perhaps the best-loved of all the men who ever lived in the White House battling corporate greed and building the Panama Canal, preserving American wilderness, carrying the
message of American might around the world. FDR courts and weds Eleanor Roosevelt, the shy
orphaned daughter of Theodore's alcoholic brother, Elliott. Together, they begin a family. Franklin enters
a law firm, but when he is offered a chance to run for the New York state senate, he jumps at the chance.
(Next Air 09/15/14 10:00pm)
10:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History
Repeat of 09/15/14 08:00pm
In The Arena (1901-1910)
Murder brings Theodore Roosevelt to the presidency, but in the seven years that follow, he transforms
the office and makes himself perhaps the best-loved of all the men who ever lived in the White House battling corporate greed and building the Panama Canal, preserving American wilderness, carrying the
message of American might around the world. FDR courts and weds Eleanor Roosevelt, the shy
orphaned daughter of Theodore's alcoholic brother, Elliott. Together, they begin a family. Franklin enters
a law firm, but when he is offered a chance to run for the New York state senate, he jumps at the chance.
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Tuesday, September 16, 2014

Tuesday, September 16, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

Tavis Tavis Roosevelts: An Intimate History: Roosevelts: An Intimate History:
Smiley Smiley
In The Arena (1901-1910)
In The Arena (1901-1910)

5:00

5:30

Antiques
Roadshow:
Boston, Hour
Two

7:30pm California's Gold - Sea Shadow
Sea Shadow was the Navy's "Stealth Ship," a futuristic vessel built in 1984 to test new naval
technologies, especially Signature Control, better known as "stealth". Follow Huell to San Diego for an
extraordinary tour, and find out the fate of the now-retired vessel.
8:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History - The Fire of Life (1910-1919)
Theodore Roosevelt leads a Progressive crusade that splits his own party, undertakes a deadly expedition
into the South American jungle, campaigns for American entry into World War I - and pays a terrible
personal price. Franklin masters wartime Washington as Assistant Secretary of the Navy, while Eleanor
finds personal salvation in war work. Her discovery of Franklin's romance with another woman
transforms their marriage into a largely political partnership. TR's death at 60 is almost universally
mourned, but provides Franklin with a golden opportunity. (Next Air 09/16/14 10:00pm)
10:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History
Repeat of 09/16/14 08:00pm
The Fire of Life (1910-1919)
Theodore Roosevelt leads a Progressive crusade that splits his own party, undertakes a deadly expedition
into the South American jungle, campaigns for American entry into World War I - and pays a terrible
personal price. Franklin masters wartime Washington as Assistant Secretary of the Navy, while Eleanor
finds personal salvation in war work. Her discovery of Franklin's romance with another woman
transforms their marriage into a largely political partnership. TR's death at 60 is almost universally
mourned, but provides Franklin with a golden opportunity.

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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Wednesday, September 17, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

James McNeill
Tavis Tavis Roosevelts: An Intimate History: Roosevelts: An Intimate History:
Whistler and the
Smiley Smiley
The Fire of Life (1910-1919)
The Fire of Life (1910-1919)
Case for Beauty
7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Nike Missile Site
During the tense years from 1953 to 1979, the United States Army built and operated a total of 280 Nike
missile-firing batteries in the United States. These missile sites were emplaced as the last line of defense
against Soviet bombers. Today, a dedicated group of volunteers works in partnership with the Golden
Gate National Recreation Area on the continuous task of restoration at site SF-88, which has been turned
into a museum. This valuable historical resource is the only restored Nike missile site in the entire
country and Huell gets a very special tour with a man who actually ran the site for many years.
8:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History - The Storm (1920-1933)
Franklin Roosevelt runs for vice president in 1920 and seems assured of a still brighter future until polio
devastates him the following summer. He spends seven years struggling without success to walk again,
while Eleanor builds a personal and political life of her own. FDR returns to politics in 1928 and, as
governor of New York, acts with such vigor and imagination during the first years of the Great
Depression that the Democrats turn to him as their presidential nominee in 1932. He survives an
attempted assassination as president- elect and at his inauguration tells his frightened countrymen the
only thing they have to fear is "fear itself." (Next Air 09/17/14 10:00pm)
10:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History
Repeat of 09/17/14 08:00pm
The Storm (1920-1933)
Franklin Roosevelt runs for vice president in 1920 and seems assured of a still brighter future until polio
devastates him the following summer. He spends seven years struggling without success to walk again,
while Eleanor builds a personal and political life of her own. FDR returns to politics in 1928 and, as
governor of New York, acts with such vigor and imagination during the first years of the Great
Depression that the Democrats turn to him as their presidential nominee in 1932. He survives an
attempted assassination as president- elect and at his inauguration tells his frightened countrymen the
only thing they have to fear is "fear itself."
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Thursday, September 18, 2014

Thursday, September 18, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Tavis Tavis Roosevelts: An Intimate History: Roosevelts: An Intimate History: Nature: Victoria
Smiley Smiley
The Storm (1920-1933)
The Storm (1920-1933)
Falls
7:30pm California's Golden Parks - William S. Hart Park and Museum
Join Huell as he visits the beautiful and historic William S. Hart Park and Museum in Newhall.
8:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History - The Rising Road (1933-1939)
FDR brings the same optimism and energy to the White House that his cousin Theodore displayed.
Aimed at ending the Depression, his sweeping New Deal restores the people's self-confidence and
transforms the relationship between them and their government. Eleanor rejects the traditional role of
first lady, becomes her husband's liberal conscience and a sometimes controversial political force in her
own right. As the decade ends, FDR faces two grave questions: whether to run for an unprecedented third
term and how to deal with the rise of Hitler. (Next Air 09/18/14 10:00pm)
10:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History
Repeat of 09/18/14 08:00pm
The Rising Road (1933-1939)
FDR brings the same optimism and energy to the White House that his cousin Theodore displayed.
Aimed at ending the Depression, his sweeping New Deal restores the people's self-confidence and
transforms the relationship between them and their government. Eleanor rejects the traditional role of
first lady, becomes her husband's liberal conscience and a sometimes controversial political force in her
own right. As the decade ends, FDR faces two grave questions: whether to run for an unprecedented third
term and how to deal with the rise of Hitler.

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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Friday, September 19, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

Tavis Tavis Roosevelts: An Intimate History: Roosevelts: An Intimate History:
Smiley Smiley The Rising Road (1933-1939)
The Rising Road (1933-1939)

5:00

5:30

Nova: Ground
Zero
Supertower

7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Red Rock Canyon
Located just off highway 14, Red Rock Canyon State Park features scenic desert cliffs, buttes and
spectacular rock formations. The park is not only rich in natural beauty, but has a deep human history as
well. From the native Kawaiisu Indians, who left petroglyphs, to the 18 70s 20-mule team freight wagons
that stopped for water. There are also the remains of 1890s-era mining operations, and the area has been
the site for a number of movies.
8:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History - The Common Cause (1939-1944)
FDR shatters the third-term tradition, struggles to prepare a reluctant country to enter World War II and,
after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, helps set the course toward Allied victory. Meanwhile, Eleanor
struggles to keep New Deal reforms alive in wartime and travels the Pacific to comfort wounded
servicemen. Diagnosed with congestive heart failure in 1943 and with the war still raging, FDR resolves
to conceal his condition and run for a fourth term. (Next Air 09/19/14 10:00pm)
10:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History
Repeat of 09/19/14 08:00pm
The Common Cause (1939-1944)
FDR shatters the third-term tradition, struggles to prepare a reluctant country to enter World War II and,
after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, helps set the course toward Allied victory. Meanwhile, Eleanor
struggles to keep New Deal reforms alive in wartime and travels the Pacific to comfort wounded
servicemen. Diagnosed with congestive heart failure in 1943 and with the war still raging, FDR resolves
to conceal his condition and run for a fourth term.
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Saturday, September 20, 2014

Saturday, September 20, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

Tavis Tavis Roosevelts: An Intimate History: Roosevelts: An Intimate History: This Old House
Smiley Smiley The Common Cause (1939-1944) The Common Cause (1939-1944)
Hour
6:00am

Barney & Friends

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/16/14 03:30pm

7:30am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/17/14 03:30pm

8:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

Repeat of 09/16/14 09:00am

8:30am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

Repeat of 09/17/14 09:00am

9:00am

August to June: Bringing Life to School

10:00am Schools That Change Communities
11:00am Our Time Is Now
12:00pm Outside The Box
12:30pm P. Allen Smith's Garden to Table
1:00pm

Expeditions with Patrick McMillan

1:30pm

Best of the Joy of Painting

2:00pm

Sewing with Nancy

2:30pm

Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Rivers & Rails: Daggers of the Civil War

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Classic Gospel

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - Salute to the Big Bands
"Heartaches," "Minnie the Moocher," "When My Baby Smiles At Me", and "Who Wouldn't Love You"
are just a few of the 22 band leaders saluted in this classic show from 1960. See if you can match the
bandleader with his theme song!
8:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History - A Strong and Active Faith (1944-1962)
Frail and failing but determined to see the war through to victory, FDR wins re-election and begins
planning for a peaceful postwar world, but a cerebral hemorrhage kills him at 63. After her husband's
death, Eleanor Roosevelt proves herself a shrewd politician and a skilled negotiator in her own right, as
well as a champion of civil rights, civil liberties and the United Nations. When she dies in 1962, she is
mourned everywhere as the First Lady of the World. (Next Air 09/20/14 10:00pm)

Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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10:00pm Roosevelts: An Intimate History
Repeat of 09/20/14 08:00pm
A Strong and Active Faith (1944-1962)
Frail and failing but determined to see the war through to victory, FDR wins re-election and begins
planning for a peaceful postwar world, but a cerebral hemorrhage kills him at 63. After her husband's
death, Eleanor Roosevelt proves herself a shrewd politician and a skilled negotiator in her own right, as
well as a champion of civil rights, civil liberties and the United Nations. When she dies in 1962, she is
mourned everywhere as the First Lady of the World.
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Sunday, September 21, 2014

Sunday, September 21, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

Austin City
Limits: The Steve Roosevelts: An Intimate History: Roosevelts: An Intimate History:
Miller
A Strong and Active Faith (1944- A Strong and Active Faith (1944Band/Preservation
1962)
1962)
Hall Jazz Band

5:00

5:30

Antiques
Roadshow:
Boston, Hour
Two

6:00am

Sid The Science Kid

6:30am

Peg + Cat

Repeat of 09/19/14 12:00pm

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/17/14 03:00pm

7:30am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/18/14 03:00pm

8:00am

Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You

Repeat of 09/07/14 09:30am

10:00am 30 Days to a Younger Heart with Dr. Steven Masley

Repeat of 08/24/14 08:00am

11:30am Brainchange with David Perlmutter, Md

Repeat of 08/31/14 09:30am

1:00pm

Heart of Perfect Health with Brenda Watson

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

No Going Back: Women and the War

4:30pm

Start Up

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Taste of History

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

7:00pm Secrets of Westminster
Repeat of 09/13/14 04:00am
From the outside, the Houses of Parliament and Big Ben are the classic London scene, the emblems of
British democracy and history. Today, this building stands as a monument to a fair and open political
system, but was it always so? This film goes inside its gothic walls and reveals the hidden world of the
Houses of Commons and Lords; a world of back-stabbing, intrigue and traditions. We'll find out when
Big Ben's bells first rang out and what keeps them going (a pile of old pennies...). Through a tour we'll
meet some of the people who keep these buildings running today -- from clerks to the "Black Rod" -- a
Lord responsible for security, controlling access to and maintaining order within the House.
8:00pm Masterpiece Mystery! - Miss Marple Season 7: A Caribbean Mystery
While staying at a lavish tropical island hotel, Miss Marple investigates the sudden death of a fellow
guest. She and a curmudgeonly business tycoon unravel a web of deceit, murder and "dark magic,"
leaving Miss Marple to consider every one of the hotel's guests as a suspect. Sir Antony Sher ("God on
Trial") guest stars.
9:30pm Masterpiece Mystery! - Miss Marple Season 7: Greenshaw's Folly
When an old family friend and her young son turn to Miss Marple for assistance, she finds them work
and lodging at nearby Greenshaw's Folly, the family home of an eccentric botanist. All seems well, until
the house's loyal butler dies unexpectedly. When another houseguest goes missing, Miss Marple begins a
search for the truth, unveiling secrets of both the past and present. Fiona Shaw (Harry Potter) guest stars.
Note: The schedule is subject to change without notice.
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11:00pm Austin City Limits
Repeat of 09/21/14 12:00am
The Steve Miller Band/Preservation Hall Jazz Band
ACL presents great American music with the Steve Miller Band and the Preservation Hall Jazz Band.
Miller performs classic blues tunes as well as his hits. The PHJB presents classic New Orleans jazz with
special guests the Del McCoury Band and Jim James of My Morning Jacket.
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Monday, September 22, 2014

Monday, September 22, 2014
12AM

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

Masterpiece Mystery!:
Masterpiece Mystery!:
Miss Marple Season 7: A Miss Marple Season 7:
Caribbean Mystery
Greenshaw's Folly

3:00

3:30

Voces On PBS:
Rebel

4:00

4:30

Independent
Lens: Las
Marthas

5:00

5:30

This Old House
Hour

7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Fort Humboldt
Huell travels to the Black Diamond Mines Regional Preserve in the East Bay. It was once a thriving coal
and sand mining area, and is now a great place to bike and hike while taking in the beautiful landscape
filled with blue oaks, manzanitas and carpets of springtime flowers. Huell stops by the Underground
Mining Museum and also hikes to the remains of the mines.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Knoxville, Hour One
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in Knoxville, Tennessee, where host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Ken
Farmer head to the Museum of Appalachia to discuss Appalachian musical instruments. Highlights
include a Tiffany pottery vase, circa 1905, that was purchased at an estate sale for $ 75 and is now valued
at $9,000 to $12,000; a shoe belonging to Robert Wadlow, the tallest human recorded in history; and a
Chinese gilt bronze Amida Buddah, circa 1550, that is unusual in size and is appraised for $40,000 to
$60,000.
9:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Boston, Hour Three
On ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's visit to Boston, Massachusetts, host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser
Stephen Fletcher explore folk art carvings at the historic Sleeper-McCann House in Gloucester.
Discoveries include a host of arms and militaria, including Civil War photographs; World War II German
POW signs; and a circa 1810 South Carolina musket valued at $ 6,000-$8,000.
10:00pm Pov - Koch
New York City mayors have a world stage on which to strut and they have made legendary use of it. Yet
few have matched the bravado, combativeness and egocentricity that Ed Koch brought to the office
during his three terms from 1978 to 1989. As Neil Barsky's film recounts, Koch was more than the blunt,
funny man New Yorkers either loved or hated. Elected in the 1970s during the city's fiscal crisis, he was
a new Democrat for the dawning Reagan era -- fiscally conservative and socially liberal. The film finds
the former mayor politically active to the end (he died in 2013) -- still winning the affection of many
New Yorkers while driving others to distraction. (Next Air 09/24/14 03:30am)
11:30pm Katmai: Alaska's Wild Peninsula
Repeat of 08/31/14 04:30am
Filmmaker John Grabowska reveals the wilderness of the Alaska Peninsula, a cloud-cloaked landscape
where bears outnumber people and the sockeye salmon run is the largest in the world. (Next Air
09/25/14 05:30am)
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7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Leo Carrillo Ranch
Huell visits the former Carlsbad ranch of movie star and California icon Leo Carrillo.
8:00pm Finding Your Roots - In Search of Our Fathers
Three guests know almost nothing about their fathers' past. Stephen King's father walked out on the
family when Stephen was two years old and never returned; Courtney Vance's father was a foster child
and never knew who his biological parents were - after his suicide, Courtney wants to learn more about
his roots; and Gloria Reuben's father was 78 years old when she was born - he died when she was young,
taking the secret of his ancestry with him. Henry Louis Gates solves the mystery of their paternal
ancestry and introduces them to relatives they never knew they had.
9:00pm Boomer List: American Masters
From the time of its birth, the boomer generation has significantly and uniquely changed our world. In
2014, the last boomer turns 50. This documentary is a comprehensive look at 19 iconic boomers -- one
born each year of the baby boom from 1946-1964, including music legend Billy Joel and novelist Amy
Tan (The Joy Luck Club). It provides insight into the boomer generation through intimate interviews and
large-scale portraits by Timothy Greenfield-Sanders (The Black List, The Latino List and The Out List)
that focus on exceptional achievement, struggle and identity, telling the story of extraordinary Americans
and the history they lived through and often created. Subjects illuminate the important movements and
changes that shaped the world during the baby boom years. Topics include the environment; arts and
entertainment; science; civil, LGBT and women's rights; law; politics; public service; sports; the military;
technology and media.
10:30pm Pioneers of Television - Carol Burnett & The Funny Ladies
This program is comprised largely of material from the "Funny Ladies" episode that led off season 3 of
PIONEERS OF TELEVISION. The program focuses on Carol Burnett's television comedy career and the
funny ladies of television who joined her in paving the way for today's TV comediennes. (Next Air
09/26/14 03:30am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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Pov: Koch
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Antiques
Roadshow:
Boston, Hour
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7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Eugene O'neill House
America's only Nobel Prize winning playwright, Eugene O'Neill, chose to live in the hills above
Danville, California at the height of his writing career. Isolated from the world and within the walls of his
home called Tao (dow) House, O'Neill wrote his final and most memorable plays; The Iceman Cometh,
A Moon for the Misbegotten and Long Day's Journey Into Night. Today the home and grounds are a
National Park and Huell gets the tour of this lovely and isolated park.
8:00pm Penguins: Spy in the Huddle, A Nature Special Pres - The Journey
Emperor penguins cross a treacherous frozen sea to reach their breeding grounds. Rockhoppers brave the
world's stormiest seas only to come ashore and face a daunting assault up a 300-foot cliff, hopping most
of the way up. Tropical Humboldt penguins negotiate predatory sea lions and vampire bats to reach their
desert nests. The hard work for all the penguins finally pays off when their tiny, vulnerable chicks begin
to hatch.
9:00pm Nova - Rise of the Hackers
Our lives are going digital. We shop, bank and even date online. Computers hold our treasured
photographs, private emails and all of our personal information. This data is precious -- and
cybercriminals want it. Now, NOVA goes behind the scenes of the fast-paced world of cryptography to
meet the scientists battling to keep our data safe. They are experts in extreme physics, math, and a new
field called "ultra-paranoid computing," all working to forge unbreakable codes and build ultra-fast
computers. From the two men who uncovered the world's most advanced cyber weapon to the computer
expert who worked out how to hack into cash machines and scientists who believe they can store a
password in your unconscious brain, NOVA investigates how a new global geek squad is harnessing
cutting-edge science -- all to stay one step ahead of the hackers.
10:00pm Secrets of the Dead - Resurrecting Richard III
In 2011, a group of amateur historians made an incredible archaeological find: the bones of King Richard
III, hunchbacked, with an arrow through the spine. Richard is considered the most evil king to have ruled
England - and a fearsome warrior as well, despite the extreme curvature of his spine. Now, scientists are
testing the bones to find out more about the king and also conducting experiments to determine whether
Richard could have fought so ferociously in battle with such a severe deformity.
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Shasta Dam
When most people think of Shasta Lake, they imagine themselves on a houseboat enjoying California's
largest manmade reservoir. With 365 miles of shoreline it is a boaters paradise. What most people don't
think about is the massive structure that is responsible for holding back the water that creates Shasta
Lake. We're talking about Shasta Dam which, is a perfect example of "California's Gold". Construction
of the dam started in 1938 and ended in 1945. It's 602 feet high, 883 feet thick at the bottom, 30 feet thick
at the top, and 3,460 feet long. The face of the dam is as big as six football fields and the spillway is the
largest manmade waterfall in the world - three times the height of Niagara Falls. There are 18 outlets on
the face of the dam, each big enough to drive a pickup through. Shasta Dam has the second largest mass
of any dam in the United States. In this adventure, Huell and Luis get a behind the scenes look at this
engineering marvel. Miles of tunnels and millions of gallons of water make for an exciting day, but there
is another aspect to the Shasta Dam - the human element. It is the people who built the dam, the people
that poured concrete 24 hours a day for 5 1/2 years and the countless other jobs that make this structure
such a gem. Huell meets several of the original dam workers and listens to their stories about the glory
days of Shasta Dam.
8:00pm This Old House Hour
Arlington Italianate Project finale: Landscape designer Cricket Beauregard completes the exterior with a
pair of classically inspired urns. Tom details how he modified the master bath to accommodate a steam
shower. Malcolm and Richard check out the newly finished basement spaces. Heather shows Norm the
finished bedrooms, baths and laundry spaces. Designer Christine Tuttle shows Kevin the decor choices
that give the home a period inspired but unfussy feel. The whole group gathers in the new eat-in kitchen
to celebrate the renaissance of this Italianate home. In the second half of the hour, on ASK THIS OLD
HOUSE, it's all about kitchen renovations: Tom and Kevin help a homeowner install new cabinets;
Richard shows many options for countertops; and Kevin visits the Cleveland home and restaurant
kitchens of Chef Michael Symon for ideas and inspiration. (Next Air 09/26/14 01:00am)
9:00pm Secrets of the Dead - Resurrecting Richard III
In 2011, a group of amateur historians made an incredible archaeological find: the bones of King Richard
III, hunchbacked, with an arrow through the spine. Richard is considered the most evil king to have ruled
England - and a fearsome warrior as well, despite the extreme curvature of his spine. Now, scientists are
testing the bones to find out more about the king and also conducting experiments to determine whether
Richard could have fought so ferociously in battle with such a severe deformity. (Next Air 09/28/14
04:00am)
10:00pm Antiques Roadshow
Repeat of 09/23/14 01:00am
Knoxville, Hour One
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in Knoxville, Tennessee, where host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Ken
Farmer head to the Museum of Appalachia to discuss Appalachian musical instruments. Highlights
include a Tiffany pottery vase, circa 1905, that was purchased at an estate sale for $ 75 and is now valued
at $9,000 to $12,000; a shoe belonging to Robert Wadlow, the tallest human recorded in history; and a
Chinese gilt bronze Amida Buddah, circa 1550, that is unusual in size and is appraised for $40,000 to
$60,000.
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7:30pm California's Gold - Clear Lake
Clear Lake is located at the base of fabled Mt. Konocti and is California's largest natural lake. Much of
the terrain around the 4200 foot Mt. Konocti was formed by lava flows and folding of the earth's crust.
The lake has a rich history; evidence of human habitation dates back at least ten thousand years. More
than 120,000 visitors each year enjoy picnicking, boating, camping and nature walks. Huell travels to the
this natural wonder and gets a very special tour including Anderson Marsh State Historic Park which has
a very rich history itself. The Park contains 1,065 acres of oak woodland, grass covered hills, and tule
marsh at the southeast end of Clear Lake. It has a rich Native American history and the original Anderson
family home is open to the public for tours. Huell travels the marsh and lake by boat and learns about the
rich natural and human history that makes Clear Lake such a wonderful example of California's Gold.
8:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

Next Air 09/27/14 01:00am

8:30pm

Charlie Rose - The Week

Next Air 09/27/14 01:30am

9:00pm Live from Lincoln Center - Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street In
Murder, mayhem, and the ultimate revenge. Stephen Sondheim's musical masterpiece comes back to life
in this bold new production from The New York Philharmonic, starring Emma Thompson and Bryn
Terfel.
11:30pm Ribbon of Sand
The famed Outer Banks of North Carolina are a slim and moving line of sand in the open Atlantic. Many
travelers think they know these islands -- but south of Ocracoke Inlet there rises a luminous bar of sand
60 miles in extent, with no roads, no bridges, no hotels: the wild beaches of Cape Lookout, one of the
few remaining natural barrier islands in the world. "Ribbon of Sand" examines this seascape and the
transitory islands doomed to disappear. The film features quotes by environmental pioneer Rachel Carson
as interpreted by actress Meryl Streep.
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1:00
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2:00
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6:00am

Barney & Friends

6:30am

Angelina Ballerina: The Next Steps

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/23/14 03:00pm

7:30am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/24/14 03:00pm

8:00am

American Graduate Day

3:00pm

Things Green with Nick Federoff

3:30pm

Motorweek

4:00pm

Immense Possiblities

4:30pm

Above The Line

5:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

5:30pm

Forum, The

6:00pm

Classic Gospel

7:00pm Lawrence Welk Show - Salute to Nashville
Our country gal, Ava Barber hosts this "Salute to Nashville" from 1977 . She gives "Country Roads" her
own special touch,Tom Netherton pays tribute to Eddy Arnold with "Make the World Go Away", and
Bobby &Cissy dance to "How the West Was Won".
8:00pm Well Read - Rebecca Eaton, Making Masterpiece
The Emmy-winning producer of PBS's MASTERPIECE reveals the secrets to Downton Abbey, Sherlock
and other hit programs.
8:30pm

On Story

9:00pm Doc Martin - Always On My Mind
Irate husband Phil Pratt accuses Dr. Ellingham of killing his wife Helen when he comes to their house to
treat her. Then a horrific accident on the farm leaves Mr. Pratt desperately needing the doctor to save his
life. Joan finds him trapped under a tractor, where he has been all night. A new teacher at Portwenn
primary school, Tricia Soames, has sore hands. The doctor soon realizes that Tricia is showing all the
signs of obsessive compulsive disorder. Meanwhile, things are looking up for PC Mylow on the romance
front. Julie invites him to her house for coffee. And he doesn't leave until the following morning, looking
rather disheveled, but with a smile on his face.
10:00pm Just Seen It
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10:30pm Film School Shorts - Daddy Dearest
First Match (Columbia University) Fourteen-year-old Mo is the only girl on an all-boys wrestling team.
Despite her practice and training, her first high school wrestling match introduces a new challenge.
Written and directed by Olivia Newman. Efrain (USC) Ten-year-old Efrain's father teaches him never to
steal, but the lesson comes at a price on the charged Mexican border. Directed by Matthew Breault.
11:00pm Austin City Limits - Coldplay
Grammy-winners Coldplay, the modern-rock giants who have sold more than 50 million records
worldwide, perform hits and selections from their newest LP, Mylo Xyloto. (Next Air 09/28/14
11:30pm)
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6:00am

Sid The Science Kid

6:30am

Peg + Cat

Repeat of 09/26/14 12:00pm

7:00am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/26/14 03:00pm

7:30am

Curious George

Repeat of 09/25/14 03:30pm

8:00am

70s & 80s Soul Rewind (My Music)

10:00am Active with Arthritis with Vijay Vad, M.D.
11:30am Billy Joel: A Matter of Trust - The Bridge to Russ
1:00pm

Suze Orman's Financial Solutions for You

3:00pm

Religion & Ethics Newsweekly

3:30pm

McLaughlin Group

4:00pm

Washington Week with Gwen Ifill

4:30pm

Start Up

5:00pm

Moyers & Company

5:30pm

Taste of History

6:00pm

PBS Newshour Weekend

6:30pm

Aviators

Repeat of 09/21/14 08:00am

Repeat of 09/28/14 05:00am

7:00pm Road Trip - Ridge Route
Completed in 1915, the Ridge Route was carved from the San Gabriel Mountains by workers using
mule-drawn dirt scrapers. From ridge top to ridge top, they cleared a 20 foot-wide roadway which was
the first direct route between Los Angeles and Bakersfield, uniting Northern and Southern California.
Today, a 30-mile portion of the abandoned Ridge Route between Castaic and Gorman, can be found
hidden in the mountains just east of Interstate 5 which long ago replaced it. Huell is joined by Harrison
Scott, a retired Pacific Bell engineer, who, with the help of U.S. Forest Service archaeologists, was
largely responsible for landing part of this engineering marvel on the National Register of Historic Places
in 1997. Together, they recreate a journey along the Ridge Route, complete with Model Ts and stops at
the remnants of the inns, cafes and service stations that once marked its many twists and curves.
8:00pm Masterpiece Classic - The Paradise, Season 2 - Part 1
Every fairy tale has its sequel. On the brink of happiness at the end of last season, retail genius John
Moray and his "little champion," Denise, find true love a bumpy ride indeed, as Katherine and her new
husband scheme to wreck their lives. Joanna Vanderham stars as Denise with Emun Elliott as Moray,
Elaine Cassidy as Katherine and Ben Daniels as Katherine's moody, malevolent spouse. Time has not
stood still since last season's wedding disaster. Moray, Denise and Katherine reunite under a new regime.
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9:00pm Masterpiece Mystery! - Miss Marple Season 7: Endless Night
Miss Marple befriends Mike, a charming chauffeur who recounts his romance with Ellie. Despite
warnings from a gypsy woman, they plan their dream home at a local spot known as Gypsy's Acre. Not
long after the young couple weds, Ellie is thrown from her horse and dies, fueling speculation of a gypsy
curse. Following two more suspicious deaths, Miss Marple begins to sort out the clues, but can she solve
the mystery before she finds herself in danger? Tom Hughes ("Silk") and Joanna Vanderham ("The
Paradise") co-star.
10:30pm Mystery of Agatha Christie with David Suchet
David Suchet, TV's Poirot, has spent more of his life acting out the plots and dramas created by Agatha
Christie than anyone else in the world. He now wants to embark on a journey to learn more about the
woman who created him. He learns how she was born in 1890 in Torquay, England and how out of her
idyllic childhood in Devon she grew to become master of the sinister world of poisons and murder. From
the pastoral ideal of the British country house to the exotic mysteries of the East, her vivid construction
of character and place combine to captivate readers by the millions. Suchet learns that it is not just
Christie's novels that are shrouded in mystery. He investigates the adultery of her husband. A betrayal
that led to her bizarre disappearance in 1926 when she faked her own death and convinced the nation she
had succumbed to the same horrendous fate as the victims in her novels. Suchet explores the close links
between Christie's extraordinary life and her work and discovers just what it is about this late Victorian
woman from Torquay that allowed her to become the bestselling murder mystery writer in history -- a
popularity that continues up to the present. (Next Air 09/29/14 03:00am)
11:30pm Austin City Limits
Repeat of 09/27/14 11:00pm
Coldplay
Grammy-winners Coldplay, the modern-rock giants who have sold more than 50 million records
worldwide, perform hits and selections from their newest LP, Mylo Xyloto.
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7:30pm California's Golden Parks - Lassen Volcanic National Park
Huell goes National in this episode of California's Golden Parks as he visits Lassen Volcanic National
Park. Lava flows, jagged craters and steaming sulphur vents make up some of Lassen's breathtaking
landscape.
8:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Knoxville, Hour Two
In Knoxville, Tennessee, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Francis J.
Wahlgren travel to the Rhea County Courthouse to look at a book relating to the Scopes "monkey trial."
Highlights include a collection of personal letters from Amelia Earhart to the guest's aunt that feature
Earhart's entrepreneurial and self- promotional sprit; Joseph Delaney drawings, circa 1950, purchased
from the Knoxville artist's own home for $20 each and now valued at $2,000 to $3,000; and two Jacob
Maentel watercolors, circa 1835 and larger than average, that are appraised for $60,000 to $80, 000.
9:00pm Antiques Roadshow - Raleigh, Nc - Hour One
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's 2010 season kicks off from Raleigh, North Carolina, amid a forest of giant
"comic weathervanes," where appraiser Ken Farmer talks about smaller examples of vintage whirligigs.
Highlights include a 1920 Arts & Crafts desk and lamp - both of which light up; a rare circa 1960 Gibson
Double 12 Electric Guitar; and a set of four Chinese Quianlong Period (1736-1795) carved jade objects
whose auction estimate of $710,000 to $1,070,000 makes it the highest value appraisal in ROADSHOW
history. (Next Air 10/01/14 05:00am)
11:00pm Charlie Rose
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7:30pm California's Gold - Nitt Witt Ridge
Huell Howser travels to the Central Coast in search of Nitt Witt Ridge, an unusual state historical
landmark in Cambria Pines. Built from cement and found objects like bottle caps, toilet seats and abalone
shells, this folk art home was lovingly built by self-taught artist Art Beal over a period of fifty years.
8:00pm Finding Your Roots - Born Champions
Three of America's greatest athletes, whose determination and love of sports were deeply shaped by their
families, were all cut off from their true origins. Billie Jean King learns the story of her grandmother,
who had always kept her orphan status a secret. Derek Jeter confronts his ancestors' lives as slaves and
learns that they were owned by a white man named James Jeter - the source of the Jeter name and Derek's
third great-grandfather. Rebecca Lobo finds out that her Spanish ancestor fought side by side with a
famous revolutionary and was forced to flee Spain because of his democratic ideals. (Next Air
10/02/14 05:00am)
9:00pm Makers - Women In Comedy
Track the rise of women in the world of comedy, from the "dangerous" comedy of 70s sitcoms like
"Maude" to the groundbreaking women of the 1 980s American comedy club boom to today's
multifaceted landscape. Today, movies like Bridesmaids break box office records and the women of
"Saturday Night Live" are often more famous than their male counterparts. Contemporary comics,
including Chelsea Handler, Mo'Nique, Sarah Silverman, Lily Tomlin, Carol Burnett, Ellen DeGeneres,
Jane Lynch and Kathy Griffin, talk about where women started in this competitive, male-dominated
profession and where they are determined to go. (Next Air 10/02/14 04:00am)
10:00pm Frontline - Bigger Than Vegas!
FRONTLINE investigates the explosive growth of Macau as the gambling capital of the world and how
major American casinos conduct business there. Correspondent Lowell Bergman, in collaboration with
the Investigative Reporting Program at U.C. Berkeley, shows how hundreds of billions of dollars make
their way to Macau's gaming tables despite China's currency controls, and how, in some cases, Chinese
mobsters are part of the action. (Next Air 10/01/14 03:00am)
11:30pm Yellowstone: Land to Life
People come to Yellowstone primarily because of the unusual thermal features and opportunities to view
wildlife, often not realizing they are standing on one of the world's largest active volcanoes. This film
presents an interpretation of the sweeping geologic story of Yellowstone, from glaciation to mountainbuilding to the gigantic caldera of a volcano. "Yellowstone: Land to Life" was filmed over two years in
all four seasons and delves deeply into the significance behind the scenery. It also explores the bonds
between the landscape and biology -- how Yellowstone's geology influences where life exists and how it
evolves. The film also contemplates our connection as well: humankind's relationship to Yellowstone, the
world's first and most famous national park. (Next Air 10/01/14 04:30am)
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DAYTIME LINE-UP
MONDAY - FRIDAY
6:00am

Caillou

6:30am

Arthur

7:00am

Wild Kratts

7:30am

Wild Kratts

8:00am

Curious George

8:30am

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

9:00am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

9:30am

Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

10:00am Sesame Street
11:00am Dinosaur Train
11:30am Dinosaur Train
12:00pm Peg + Cat
12:30pm Peg + Cat
1:00pm

Sit and Be Fit

1:30pm

Thomas & Friends

2:00pm

Sesame Street (Shorts)

2:30pm

Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!

3:00pm

Curious George

3:30pm

Curious George

4:00pm

Arthur

4:30pm

Arthur

5:00pm

Wild Kratts

5:30pm

Nightly Business Report

6:00pm

BBC World News

6:30pm

PBS Newshour
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